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The Campaign Against Moral Persecution has achieved much over the 
past twelve months. These achievements were spelt out in the last issue of 
the Journal. 

But for every step forward there is always someone who tries to hinder 
and insult us. Recently, Sir Reginald Sholl - former Judge of the 
Victorian Supreme Court, Advocate of the Melbourne Anglican Diocese 
and former Australian Consul-General in the United States - has done just 
this. In a blaze of press publicity he told the Melbourne Anglican Synod 
that homosexual relationships were "abhorrent, sinful, unclean, unhealthy 
and abnormal, and even now not by any means proved to be unavoidable, 
irreversible or incurable". He went on to say that "Divine forgiveness of 
sin was one thing, but human action to make it easier to sin was another". 

Earlier, in a similar context, a Mr J. Shakespeare told the Canberra 
Anglican Synod that our expression of love is "filthy, degrading, immoral, 
depraved and abominable". 

Emotional ramblings? Of course they are. Neither statement would 
have been made if the people concerned had taken the time to inform 
themselves about homosexuality. 

Yet these ignorant statements; these emotional outbursts, which to us 
simply illustrate the sexual hang-ups of the utterers, are given weight by 
virtue of the prominent positions that these people hold. 

Depressing though it is, the press coverage afforded these people 
ensures that their prejudices get to - and are taken seriously by - large 
numbers of equally misinformed people. 

The libraries and bookshops stock an abundance of literature on the 
subject of homosexuality. None of it would support the ravings of these 
old men. But of course they will not bother to read it; nor will they 
condescend to listen to us. Their minds closed a long time ago and you and 
I cannot open them. 

However, they have not rendered us completelty impotent. We do have 
a way of fighting back. We can make our presence felt. They will not 
believe that there are hundreds of thousands of homosexuals in Australia. 

Let's show them! 
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CAMP INK 
discussion PI:.A¥8()7ir PANEL: 

HOMOSEXUALITY 
a symposium on the causes and consequences-social and psychological-of sexual inversion 

Many of our readers will have seen with interest Playboy's 
PANEL on homosexuality {April '71 ). This discussion, heavily 
weighted towards a discussion of various psychological and· 
psychiatric theories, showed both that homosexuality has 
become a popular item for the media - and that they still 
prefer the opinion of "experts" to those of homosexuals 
themselves. Of the eleven panellists eight were square and none 

Dennis:· The "Playboy;, panel concludes by saying that in 
today's society happiness is more difficult to achieve for the 
homosexual than for the heterosexual. Do you agree with this, 
and if so, why? 

John: No, I don't agree. Happiness is a hard thing for anyone 
to achieve whether they're heterosexual or homosexual. If 
you're a well-balanced homosexual, I don't see why it 
shouldn't be possible to be as happy as if you're a .. 
well-balanced heterosexual. For me, I'm just as happy being a 
homosexual as I think I would be being a heterosexual. The 
hang-ups I have are the same hang-ups my heterosexual friends 
have. 

Charles: I think happiness is harder to achieve . for the 
homosexual than for the heterosexual, not so much because of 
the homosexual himself but because of the sort of pressures 
that society brings to bear on the homosexual. I think finding 
other homosexual companions is a much more. difficult job 
'than finding heterosexual companions if you are heterosexual, 
just on statistics, making the homosexual's life probably more 
difficult. And then the pressures, the sort of discrimination 
that we obviously have against homosexuals in our society, 
makes it harder, first for the homosexual to accept his 
homosexuality and then to live a happy life completely freely. 

Gary: I agree in that a homosexual has to. enter into some 
form of deception to get happiness, whereas a heterosexual has 
got more going for him. It's a lot harder when you have to lie 
to . other people at least some of the time, whereas a 
heterosexual doesn't find this necessary. 

Daina: I think happiness is a big intangible. Some people are 
made happy by things that make other people very unhappy. 
Homosexuals must firstly realize what they are and come to 
accept it: for myself I find no difficulty finding happiness as 
such. I may have the usual unhappiness if an affair breaks up 
but I think all heterosexuals have this. As far as social 
implications are concerned, I know that society is quite blind 
and thinks we are all sick, but if one tries hard enough we can 
rise above this and do the best one can. I don't see why one 
can't pursue a reasonable life. I'm quite happy, but I see other 
people with more hang-ups than myself who could end up in 

· psychiatric centres etc. 

Christine: It's very difficult for me to answer. It depends on 
what people mean by "happiness". If it means happiness in 
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of the homosexuals represented the• position of the Gay 
Liberation movement. (The 11 included only 2 women~ were 
all-white, and had .an average age of 51;) In view of this we 
thought it might be an idea to conduct.our own panel, to take 
up from where Playboy left off. Our panel consisted of a camp 
and a sqaare woman and three camp men, all members of 
C .. A.M.P. 

love affairs, or affairs of any sort, I don't see to what extent it 
should be different, provided you can meet the right pe()f:lle 
and that's just as hard for heterosexuals as homosexuals, I 
think. A lot of pressures are brought to bear on homosexuals 
that heterosexuals don't have to cope with. I suppose it 
depends on what you call happiness - it's a pretty nebulous 
sort of term to use anyway. You find happiness in a lot of 
things. 

Dennis: Taking up the point Gary made, how far do you feel 
restricted in being open about your homosexuality, and .how 
important do you feel it is to be open? 

John: I find this a very hard question to answer because I have 
never worked ,in what could be called a straight office set-up. 
Being a proof reader, I have always worked with rather mad 
people who have accepted my homosexuality. I haven't gone 
flaunting it in front of them but they've known I was a 
homosexual, because they get around. They know what a 
homosexual is, and they've always accepted me. I've never in 
my life come across anyone who's said "You're a homosexual 

'and that's bad". The reason I told my family was because I 
can't stand telling lies, the pressures got so much that I was a 
nervous wreck. I don't think I could survive working in a 
normal office set-up. I'm very much protected by the 
community I work in, because I'm insulated. My• friends 
insulate me; I live in a completely insulated world actually. 

Charles: I think the problem as far as I'm concerned about 
hiding my homosexuality or coming out with it seems to come 
uppermost in my mind when I'm dealing with old friends 
whom I've known for a long time, straight friends, who I think 
probably know that I'm homosexual, but I'm not certain that 
they know, and until I'm certain that they know I don't really 

• feel free enough to talk about it with them. This is silly 
because most of my old friends probably know I am 
·homosexual. 

Dennis: The original Christian Doctrine. saw homosexuality as 
a sin, and this has now. often been replaced by a Psychiatric 
doctrine which sees homosexuality as a maladjustment. This is 
a view which is very· wide-spread and is expressed by the 
Square participants in the Playboy Panel. This view is also 
expressed most forcibly and crudely in Doctor Reuben's book 
- EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS WANTED TO KNOW 
ABOUT SEX - BUT WERE AFRAID TO ASK. It's obviously 
an attitude that at some stage homosexuals are made very 
aware of. How far does this concern you - that in the eyes of 



large numbers ·of people - friends, family, those you work with 
- you are regarded as being sick or to·· say the least 
maladjusted? 

John: A friend who has known I was camp from the age of 15 
and one whom I thought would understand (if anyone could) 
told me recently that he considered me UNNATURAL. This 
hurt me very deeply since I do not consider myself 
UNNATURAL. I'm perfectly well-adjusted in my 
homosexuality and I can't conceive any other way of life for 
myself. It worries me greatly that this friend did not 
understand me - If this is the case, then I can't see the 
possibility of ever relating to anybody who is SQUARE. It's 
very worrying that I'll always be considered unnatural. 

Charles: I think there is very little ground for this sort of 
opinion. The obvious thing that is just starting to be realized is 
that it is the problem of society trying to cope with the 
homosexual, rather than the homosexual trying to cope with 
his homosexuality as a deviant sort of behaviour. 

The more enlightened psychologists are starting to express 
this opinion - and I think this will become the generally 
accepted one. 

Gary: I think to say that people are sick is just a new name to 
give it. I mean, before you were 'possessed by Devils' and now 
you're mentally disturbed. It hurts me to know that people 
think this. Surely it would hurt anyone if people thought that 
they were unnatural simply because one is not the same as 
everyone else. I think people are going to continue to think 
this way until someone invents a new phrase. 

Daina: When I was nursing, at one stage I contracted Hepatitis, 
and also at the same time it was found that I was a lesbian 
(one of the sisters must have pimped on me for reasons of her 
own). So while I was being treated for HEPATITIS, I was also 
being treated (for 12 weeks) by a psychiatrist who wanted to 
get rid of this so-called maladjustment. By the time I was 
cured of the Hepatitis, all that the psychiatrist could say to the 
Matron of the hospital was - leave her alone - she is perfectly 
adjusted in her maladjustment. 

Dennis: If there is this attitude, then the obvious question is -
in what way do you think these attitudes can be changed 

Charles: I think the obvious way that society can be 
influenced to be more accepting is for them to get to know 
homosexuals. The only way for this to happen is for 
homosexuals to 'come out'. I think the sort of organisations 
that are being formed help in this direction but they have to 
become much ·more militant. 

I think that we all know square or. straight friends (or 
whatever you like to call them) who know us, and accept us, 
becaus!,! they know us as people - and that our homosexuality 
is peripheral - and I think this ultimately is what we want to 
happen in society, and the only way this can happen in society 
is for them to know that we are homosexuals. 

Christine: I think it is similar in a way to people's attitudes 
towards new Australians. En masse they're a sort of horrifying 
threat to them, but if they know some, they're likely to turn 
around and say, "Oh, but they're different, I know them." 

I think this can apply to homosexuals. If homosexuals can 
tell the people that they know, these people have accepted 
them as people anyway and when they realise that they're 
homosexuals as well they can say 'Oh they're not so different 
as I thought they were'. I think one of the most important 
things is getting across to people that you're people as well. 
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Daina:_ I think that it goes back to the -fact that society is 
ignorant, and because they're ignorant, they're afraid. As 
Christine pointed out as soon as someone knows someone 
who is homosexual, . that. person accepts them. They ver.y 
quickly find out that we don't do anything really 'kinky' 
and that the only real difference is in the boudoir and that, 
apart from the boudoir, we are as sane and normal and human 
as. are heterosexuals, quite capable of carrying out our work 
and quite able to fit into a very ordinary (or normal if you 
like) life-pattern. 

The problem lies in getting this across to the rest of the 
world insofar as making us much more acceptable~ is 
concerned. 

Dennis: Taking up Daina's last point: Is it in fact true that the 
only difference is in the boudoir - aren't there in fact other 
differences such as those in life style between homosexuals 
and heterosexuals,based largely on the fact that we live in a 
society in which it is taken for granted that as people grow up, 
they will marry and have families. There is no provision for 
homosexuals doing this, and there are in fact very strong 
legal and social impediments to homosexuals forming stable 
unions. 

Doesn't this suggest that in fact the sort of problems which 
homosexuals face, go beyond those of acceptance on an 
individual level? 

Christine: I'd like to answer that one by saying I have no 
intention of getting married and having a family. So I have 

.. that problem to face too. My family expects me to do 'the 
right thing'. There are a lot of square homosexuals - nice 
middle class people who have the same attitudes as everybody 
else. Anybody who is different from society in any way has 
problems to face. The 'heads' that I know have problems - I 
don't. think that it's only restricted to homosexuals. 

Charles: I'd like to take up what Christine said there - the 
liberated homosexual is a member of'this new society that is 
starting to show itself in the world. This breakdown of old 
struct1,1res, that is the old family structures, the idea of settling 
down permanently with one mate and raising a family - and 
then living for the rest of your life in. that frozen sort of 
situation - is breaking up all over and this is why I think it is 
a problem of society rather than a problem of the homosexual, 

I think its a beaut and exciting thing really to be a homosexual 
within this sort of context, because you feel you are part not 
just of a very narrow movement confined to homosexuals but 
part of a new life-style that we are having to work out. 

John: I have more problems with people not accepting me for 
my thoughts on .living rather than my sexuality. My style of 
living is not just concerned with not getting married and not 
having children, but the things which I accept: drug taking, 
abortion, things which usually shock other people. That's the 
main difference I find, the sexual side of it isn't as important 
as the other. 

Dennis: The theory of women's liberation (as I understand it) 
is that women have to seek a transformation both on a 
personal and on a social level, and that in fact a .woman cannot 
be liberated in isolation. Do you think that this would apply 
also to homosexuals?_ That is, do homosexuals require, in order 
to be able to break through the sort of attitudes that society 
has towards them, some sort of development of a sense of 
community; collective action, this sort of thing. 
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John: Most definitely, I don't think you can take a stand by 
yourself, without help from other people who ar~ doing the 
same thing as yourself. I don't think anybody in any 
revolutionary movement has gone it alone. You need the other 
people to give you the confidence to go on, to tell you that 
you're doing right. I couldn't go and make a stand by myself, 
but I could with the help of others who are doing the same 
thing. 

Gary: Everybody needs to feel that they belorig with other 
people, whether it's the Boy Scouts or Camp Ink, it helps. 

Daina: I could not go it alone; I would feel so lost and 
demoralized with millions of people against me. I feel Camp 
Ink has done so much for me, expecially for my morale. 

Just recently I lost my job which I've held for 4 years, and 
we suspect it is because of my sexuality, because we don't 
seem to be able to establish any valid reasons as to why I 
suddenly had to resign. I have found people here have really 
rallied around (heterosexuals as well). 

Dennis: To a lot of non-homosexuals, the oppression of 
homosexuals is equated with the changes in 'the laws. I've 
heard one prominent left-wing politician in this state in fact 
say 'that gay-liberatlon equals a change in the law. How 
important to you is the repeal of the anti-homosexual laws 
'that exist in all states in this country? 

Charles: Personally I don't think the repeal of the law is 
terribly important. I tend to regard laws on moral issues as 
irrelevant (as this one is) and insignificant. But I know that for 
the morale· of a number. of homosexuals, those whom I would 
regard as politically unliberated, it is important that they feel 
they are being law-abiding citizens. This term doesn't mean 
much to · me at all I'm afraid and I feel that for the 
gay-liberation type activists it is not terribly important either. 

Daina: Well the law doesn't really concern me because 
Lesbians are really outside the la_w. I do feel that it is an 
injustice to discriminate against a man because of his different 
sexuality and it would be a step forward to repeal the law. It 
may not help homosexuals to say "well, yes, I'm inside the 

· perimeter of the law;'' but what it would do is that all the 
people who look down their noses at homosexuals would no 
longer be supported -by a law which lumps homosexuals 
together with criminals and if the law were repealed, at last 
society could throw off the idea that it's criminal. I find it 
offensive to say that a man is a criminal because he prefers the 
love of another man. 

Dennis: The question of job discrimination against 
homosexuals has been mentioned several times. In fact in New 
York State a move has been started to legislate against job 
discrimination against homosexuals. Apart from Daina has 
anyone else come across examples of this and do you feel this 
is a major problem facing homosexuals in Australia? 

John: I feel this is a major problem. If you look or sound 
camp, or if you can be picked by a square person as a 
homosexual, you will be discriminated against by this person. I 
found it in a very minor way in my new job. 1- feel that the 
boss is watching me when he is not watphing others. 

Charles: I haven't struck personally any problem in this 
direction; since .I've come out and accepted my homosexuality 
! haven't really had a job. But I see the problem regarding 

homosexuals as similar again to the general · problem ·that 
people who are liberating themselves from th_e values of the old 
society are finding. I would find it impossible to work for one 
of the big Corporations. I'd find it very difficult to tak~ a job 
with a lot of Government departments· which are doing the. ·· 
sorts of things I feel politically opposed to. I feel that the 
activist homosexual faces a lot of problems in this direction. 
Possibly there would be discrimination because of his sexuality 
but I feel that this sort of problem is going to become a much 
wider one and this will really solve itself as there are many jobs 
which are available in which one can morally involve ooeself. 

Daina: The reason I brought up job discrimination is because I 
have just lost my job. I used to feel that if you _do your job 
properly and someone finds out you're Camp it won't matter, 
but it's happened to me so I've had to wholly revise my 
thinking about that. I had an interview today with a doctor 
who was told that I'm a Lesbfon and his reaction was "GOOD 
LORD I don't mind a Lesbian working for me," but you can't 
always get that_ sort of environment so I feel I've been very 
lucky. 

Dennis: The o'ther area where it is often suggested that 
homosexuals face immediate problems is in relationships with 
'the immediate family. How important is 'this to homosexuals? 

Christine: I find that I have problems telling my family that I 
mix with Camp people. They won't accept that. 

Gary: I think that if I told my mother I doubt if she would be 
able to understand. It would probably frighten her. My sister 
would probably know what I was talking about and would 
probably then reject me for it. So I hope that I never have to 
tell them as I wouldn't like to be rejected by my sister and I 
think if this happened I would then be rejected by my mother 
as something she couldn't understand. At the moment she 
accepts me as a son and if I have to lie to her I think I will, just 
to be accepted. 

Daina: I have a feeling that my dad knows what I am. He 
brought me up as a boy; my name is Daina and he always used 
the masculine .equivalent. He wanted a son first and got me. It 
all depends on how close you are to your family whether at_ 
some stage or other it's necessary for you to tell them about 
your sexuality. In one sense I would like to go home and say, 
look dad, mum, I'm in love and this is my new girl friend, as 
heterosexuals bring their girlfriend or boyfriend home. It can 
hurt not being able to do this, but on the other hand if you're 
not terribly close you go your own way. Very often your 
homosexuality could shock or hurt your parents and I don't 
see the necessity for this. 

John: I told my family I was Camp when I was 15. I wouldn't 
have done this if my mother were still alive - she had died just 
prior to this - as it would have hurt her so much and I 
wouldn't have been able to hurt her. But as I did tell my 
remaining family I now no longer see them except for one 
sister who is trying to understand. The rest of them I never 
see. I was lucky as I went away and had very. good friends who 
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have helped me. I told my family with the result that I no 
longer see them, but the ones who didn't accept this I wasn't 
very close to anyway. 

Daina: If one wants to tell one's parents they should accept 
the fact that one is honest; they brought you into this bloody 
world and you're their son or daughter so they should put up 

'with whatever you are. If they don't try to understand you, 
then they aren't worth their salt. 

Dennis: How far are you able to accept your homosexuality 
and how far do you think other homosexuals accept their 
homosexuality? 

John: I completely accept my homosexuality and by doing so 
the homosexuals I've met or had relationships with have 
usually freaked out because I am so accepting of myself. They 
can't cope, as not many homosexuals do tell themselves the 
truth. 

Charles: I only came to an acceptance of my homosexuality 
after very many years thought about it, and I admire anyone 
who in their late teens or early twenties.quite openly accept 
this. Amongst homosexuals this is a rare thing;I think it is a sad 
thing because of the sort of double life, the anguish and 
recriminations that people will go through often for very 
many years before they do openly accept their homosexuality. 
It's all such a waste of time; I look upon it as destructive 
because it does things to your psyche living like that. It would 
be wonderful to see many of the obvious homosexuals 
accepting themselves and making something good out of their 
feeling, sensitivities and desires, and being much more at peace 
with themselves. I'm afraid that until social attitudes change 
people will still fight accepting themselves as homosexuals. 

Daina: I think the group here is typical. I think most 
homosexuals and lesbians I know have gone through real 
agonies in not being able to accept themselves. I think this 
stems from family background and the morality and ethics one 
was brought up with. I was very lucky as my father was a very 
emotional man and I had a lot of emotional feeling when I was 
young. All the family was very free and healthy. 

Dennis: How accurate do you think are the prevailing popular 
images of homosexuals? 

Christine: Accurate to a great extent because as seems true of 
other minority groups the community gets an opinion of what 
this group 'is - with homosexuals it is mincing queens and 
butch lesbians - and it seems that the minority group takes on 
the attitudes of the community. A lot of Camp people "Camp 
it up" because they think it is expected of them - the same 
with Lesbians "butching" it up. A lot of Camp people I know 
would never be picked as Camp but as soon as they get into a 
group together they flip their wrists and scream and the same 
with Lesbians, they mirror what the majority see them as. 

John: I totally disagre~. I think that the community sees the 
small percertage of Camp people who do act blatantly (and 
they are being themselves) and type-casts all homosexuals this 
way, There is a whole spectrum of Camp people and it would 
be impossible to find a stereotype. 

Charles: I think that the popular image of the homosexual is 
inaccurate insofar as the popular image of the homosexual is 
taken from the small minority who do Camp it up and the 
community accepts this as characteristic of all camp people . 
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This dates back to Oscar Wilde and Bunthorne '1n Gilbert and 
Suilivan. I think 'th_e p0pular image in inaccurate. 

Gary: I've always been a Queen so to me it's natural to Camp 
it up even when I was a kid. I find it unnatural'at work ·and 
home and I can't Queen it up all the time. The only difference 
between my childhood and now is that I know what I'm 
doing. 

Daina: I know some so-called square men who are quite 
effeminate and thiise quite turn me off where a trizzy little 
pretty queen doesn't. For myself I suppose I am a sterotype of 
a butch; I wear jeans and jackets but I'm quite sure square 
ladies look like me but don't give off the same vibration. , 

Dennis: One of 'the claims Reuben makes in the book 
"Everything you've always wanted to know about sex ....... " 
is that homosexuals are incapable of forming meaningful 
relationships. How do you react to 'that statement? 

John: I must agree with him in part. It is very hard to form 
meaningful relationships, because many homosexuals do not 
accept their homosexuality. That's the greatest hang-up I've 
had but 1. still think it's possible - I've been going with 
someone for two years, and it's been a struggle because he's 
bi-sexual and he's trying to accept his homosexuality but I 
think this will probably end. Yet I do think it is possible to 
form a lasting relationship - I know with some of my friends 
this is so. 

Charles: My decision to accept my homosexuality came out of 
a meaningful sexual relationship. Up until then I had thought
that it was not possible. Therefore I can only completely 
oppose the proposal that homosexuals cannot have meaningful 
relationships. 

I know there is difficulty regarding a lasting homosexual 
relationship, but this is another question. I'm not sure about 
this as far as a homosexual relationship is concerned, because I 
have not had that experience. · But as to the fullness, the 
completeness, the beauty and the fulfilment that can be 
obtained from a homosexual relationship - no question about 

- this, it is a wonderful thing. · 

Christine: I wanted to pick up on something that Charles 
mentioned: Endurance of relationships. I wondered if this is 
what was meant by the question, are Camp people able to have 
lasting relationships. I would question whether heterosexuals 
are capable of having lasting relationships. The whole concept 
of marriage for life is being questioned anyway. I think a 
meaningful relationship can be one that lasts 10 minutes - you 
know, it depends on what you get out of it. 

Daina: To say that I could not have a meaningful relationship 
because I'm a homosexual, would be an insult to all that I 
stand for. I love women, and in the women whom I have loved 
I have found all the joy, tenderness, soft-secure feelings that 
I'm sure heterosexual people experience with those they love. 
If the question means lasting relationships, I would point out 
that most heterosexual relationships usually only last because 
of CHILDREN, PROPERTIES, LEGAL BINDS, all this sort of 
garbage,and as Christine said, all these values are being 
questioned these days anyway. As a homosexual I am sure and 
I believe that with the right person, I can find a lasting 
relationship, but even more importantly, definitely a 
meaningful one. 

••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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Kate Millett -discusses lesbianism 
New York, N.Y. - I'm very glad to be here. It's been kind of a 
long trip .... .I've wanted to be here I suppose in a 

. surreptitious way for a long time, and I was always too 
chicken. : ... Anyway, I'm out of the closet! Here I am. 

Before you saw her on the cover of TIME and read about 
her there, Kate Millett told this, her real story, to the 

"One of the worst oppressions of being homosexual in this 
society is that they just scare you so much. All my life I've 
been afraid, just terrorized. When I went to gay bars, I was 
afraid even to . go .... When you stop being so scared, 
everything gets a whole lot easier. 

Kate said that the gay world she knew when she was in her 
early 20s (she's now 35) "was hell, every damned moment of 
it. I hated it!" She explained that she had had two unhappy 
love affairs with women. Then she had gone to the bars on and 
off for about five years, but had only picked up one woman in 
the entire. time. She commented, "I was looking for a friend, 
someone to love, companionship. And it wasn't to be found 
there. It was horrible. I was shy and uptight and scared to start 
a conversation with anybody." 

Another thing she was scared of, she admitted, was "What 
will my Mother in Minnesota say?" It's terrible the way 
parents censor their kids and hold family councils over them, 
she exclaimed. For her, the upshot had been that she was 
disinherited by her family for being gay. Not until, however, a 
rich Aunt sent her to Oxford University because "she didn't 
like the fact that I was in love with a woman - That Woman, 
as they always referred to her!" So they sent her off and she 
went, knowing it was the only break she was going to get. "It 
was that of Woolworth's, sort of'she admitted. 

Looking back, Kate said that to her rich relatives, "it was a 
social sin to be queer. But to Mother - it's a real sin! That's 
awful to grow up with too." So she explained, "I was 
drummed out of my own tribe. My people haven't spoken to 
Jne for 15 years. Because of supersin, you know." ' 

After her years of unsuccP-ssful forays to gay bars, Kate 
found a man she liked, and lived with him for seven years. 
Somewhere along the line, they succumbed to social pressures 
and got married, "got away from the flack, got respectability, 
got all those privileges." He's a marvellous person, she says, 
but she didn't really want to be married and it got to be 
oppressive. "But I had to reconsider - did I want to get back 
in that old (gay) bag?" 

Knowledge of the gay movement actually pushed her to the 
point of being lesbian again; she revealed. "Things like the gay 
pride march - I marched in it and it just blew my mind! .... 
Everything was different now. No oppression, no roles! I'm 
crazy about it anyway, how's that?" It's so great, she said, that 
gay people are getting out of the old gay world and making 
another world for themselves that's free. "That's what 
'liberation is, and it's beautiful!" 

Kate said that in her opinion, "it can be more fun to live 
this life, more beautiful, than any other life in the world." She 
confessed that in short order, she fell in love recently with 
about three or four beautiful women. "I like to sleep with my 
friends - and I have a lot of friends!" she chortled. Now, with 
the gay movement on the scene, "it's possible to live this life 
and not suffer," she contended. 
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Daughters of Bilitis on August 20. She is, of course, the author 
of the celebrated best-seller SEXUAL POLITICS. However, by 
her own admission, she is. now a very different woman from 
the one wh_o wrote the book as a doctoral thesis many, many 
months ago. She told her story this way to an audience of over 
200 women at DOB. 

One of the aims of liberation is to get through all the guilt, 
the shame, the masochism and self-hatred, Kate noted. "You 
can't be in a society that thinks you're shit without beginning 
to think you are. Interiorizing your oppression is hell." 

But, she insisted, the marches and the various gay meetings 
indicate that "there's going to be a new kind of world for us to 
live in." · 

"And what's a revolution if it isn't fun?" Kate continued. 
"Things are really going to have to change because the old way 
is so horrible, and we all got smart, we got together, and we're 
not going to put up with it anymore. We've got a new idea of 
how we're going to live - we're going to live free!" 

"Love changes you a lot. I dig it! I'm a love freak!" she 
exclaimed, adding "that's what's so beautiful about the lesbian 
side of the women's lib movement. This side has parties and 
dances, and they kiss each other. 

The rest of women's lib doesn't. I'll tell you a secret - they 
ought to! For two reasons: they want to, and if they did, they 
wouldn't yell at each other so much and everyone else!" 

Straight women in the women's lib movement are 
"patriotically straight", she charged, adding that when you 
love somebody and you can't let yourself kiss them, it turns to 
hatred and hostility. 

"How do you think we're going to change the male power 
structure?" asked a member of the large DOB audience. 

"I've got a bad habit of being a pacifist," Kate confessed. "I 
think you can change people instead of killing them ... .If 
you're going to change peoples' heads, talk to them, really put 
it out. We have to keep trying to tell people what's the matter, 
get the word out that the system is racist and sexist. ... It's a 
mess for everybody. That's why things like the gay pride 
march meant so much. But come on. It's hot in here. Let's all 
go downstairs for coffee and cookies!" . 

Clearly, Kate Millett had not given her real story to TIME 
magazine, but had saved it for DOB, and, perhaps, for the new 
and very personal book she has begun. 



The· gay inhabitants of San Francisco lovingly call their 
city "the gay capital of the world." After a recent visit to 
'Frisco, I'm inclined to agree with them. 

- Even permissive Amsterdam would find it difficult to 
outflair, outcamp America's city by the Bay. And this is a 
little surprising, considering that in Amsterdam "it's legal" 
and in 'Frisco".it isn't." 

I don't know what staggered me most-the openness of the 
gay bars, the camp blue movie houses, the dance halls, or the 
fact that they existed at all. 

They all seem to operate either on the fringe of the law or 
slightly on the wrong side of it, so it came as no surprise to· 
learn that the occasional place gets busted. But police raids 
seem remarkably few. When they do occur, it is usually as the 
result of a "public complaint." It seems that in 'Frisco the 
police palms are frequently crossed with not a little silver to 
make sure the gay world keeps turning. When! was there, one 
of the city's bigger bars-cum-dance halls had just been closed 
by the police because of a "complaint" that men had been 
dancing and "touching" at the saine time. There were various 
other versions of why the place had been raided, but whateve:,;. 
the reason for police action, one fact seemed clear-it was an 
event sufficiently rare to have become a vigorous talking 
point. 

Yes, · San Francisco is wide open. In fact, one of the 
funniest stories circulating while I was there was the tale 
about a visiting dignatary, who, on being given the key to the 
city, turned to the Mayor and said, "Who needs a key? This 
city's wide open!" 

Read orie of 'Frisco's respectable daily newspapers and on 
the. amusement pages you will find quite explicit 
advertisements for the "porno" cinemas, both straight and 
gay. There are. probably 20 straight blue movie houses for 
every two gay ones, but neither group makes any bones about , 
the type of movie on show. And the films are very much to 

. the point too. Mr Chipp would really get an itchy scissor 
finger ifhe was ever asked to prune these little eyefuls. · 

Urilike the movies, the bars and clubs don't advertise so 
operily, .but :the undergound papers tell you where they are, 
and even if you just happen to find one by chance ( as I did), 
you can pick up a free "gay guide" at the door on your way 
in. . 

These tell you where it's all happening. The bookshops, 
the bars, the steanibaths, the clubs, the movies and, believe it 
or not, the gay church services. 

You can usually pick up a free newspaper too. Here you 
can read about the sad little dramas that don't make the 
dailies. A gay club being busted, a pitiful warning from an 
exploited homosexual about a certain hustler who isn't to be 
trusted, and a ple~ for an end to police persecution. 

But if there is police persecution ( and there is no reason to 
suppose there is not), it is not· evident in the light of the 
liberty everyone seems to be enjoying. 

For instance, imagine the scene atone of the dances I weQt 
to .. Over. two hundred fellows. gyrating together to the loud 
beat ofa big rock group under the flickering.light of one of 

. those 'twenties mirrored balls suspended from the ce9ing. Or 
· · even inore mind-boggling, consider the prospect of a 

club-members· free; new members, $1.00 joining fee-which 
offered such spicy delights as nude go-go boys and blue 
movies projected on a wall beside the bar. 

Yet in spite of this seeming freedom, 'Frisco struck me as a 
rather sad place. There was sometl;tlng desperate about the 
baccanalia, the voices you heard at the bars were strident and 
often bitchy, conversations nevei: more eager than when 
locked around some local scandal or some poor creature's 
, latest sexual disaster. It has a distinctly neurotic atmosphere, 
this "gay capital of the world:" And the significant thing 
here, I think, is that this seems typical of most homosexual 
societies in countries where. the homosexual is regarded by 
the law as a criminal. 

It is one thing to have· a freedom which comes about orily 
when police are willing (for money) to turn a blind eye; and 
quite another to have a freedom· which is. backed by the 
statute books. Until this happens in San Francisco, their gay 
community, like ours in Sydney, will never be completely at/ 
ease in its fun palaces. 

WHY NOT GIVE A 
SUBSCRIPTION TO C. I. TO: 

Your Doctor? 
YourM.P? 
Your Minister? 

. Your Mother? 

THIS CHRISTMAS 

G.K. 

CAMP INK welcomes for possible publication 
manuscripts which deal in a positive; non-apologetic 
manner with the interests and problems of the male 
and female homosexual in society. 
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C-:VI~WPOINJ, 

WHEN IS CAMP INC GOING TO COME OUT? 

Camp Inc is not a secret society. It was launched when 
John and Chris announced publicly who they were, and what 
they were planning to do. Since then, Camp Inc has received 
publicity in the media, The house in Darling Street stands 
ope1;1 to anyone who wants to enter, and, I hope the same goes 
in other State branches. Camp Inc's affairs. are run informally 
(some would say too informally), but every meeting is open to 
everyone. 

The fundamental stand taken by Camp Inc is that 
homosexuality is not the dirty little secret which. society has 
always tried to make it. Homosexuals have got nothing to hide 
or be ashamed of. This surely is Camp Inc's basic strength. It 
would be a big yawn for all concerned if we paraded as yet 
another band of noble .reformers, full of pity for an obscure, 
and carefully unidentified, homosexual minority. . 

Camp Inc started out by saying - Here is the minority! Take 
a look at us. Listen to us. Come and help us if you like. It was 
nice that, precisely because of this frank stand, hundreds of 
people got with Camp Inc, whatever their own particular thing 
happened to :t,e. 

This, after all, is the only useful way to go about changing 
the situation of the homosexual in our society. If homosexuals 
want to be treated like people, they have got to be seen to be 
people. Misunderstandings, rumours and slanders flourish 
when people are ignorant. The best way to get understanding, 
lay the rumours and kill the slanders is to stand up to them, 
openly. 

Dirty Little Secrets 
On . this score, many homosexuals are their own worst 

enemies. If homosexuals do not get a fair deal in our society, it 
is partly our own fault. Some homosexuals treat their state as 
if it is, indeed, a dirty little secret. They do this even when 
they are being gay, and joking about it. They are fearful of 
being spotted for what they are by straight society. One of the 
most popular slanders on homosexuals is that they are all 
neurotics, immature and maladjusted. The secret homosexuals 
run the risk of being just this, not because they are 
homosexual, but because they feel guilty and ashamed of 
being homosexual. It- cannot· be healthy to keep your real 
personality secret, to act a role endlessly. 

Most homosexuals modify this risk by mixing with other 
homesexuals, where they can be themselves. But this does not 
solve the problem of the larger world. They escape· the ghetto 
of their own minds, but still end up in a ghetto, still basically 
scared of the world outside, and frightened of what it thinks. 

. The purpose of this article is to point out that Camp Inc 
could become just another of these ghettoes. Perhaps rightly, 
it welcomes members who support its aims but who wish to do 
so only in secret. The membership file is kept entirely secret. 
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In Viewpoint we intend to raise controv~ial i1:JUes. 
lfyou wish to raise some issue or if you agree 

or disagree 011 the issue raised, please let us hear/mm 
you. 

With your help Viewpoint will become an 
exciting and important monthly feature. 

For purposes of fund-raising Camp Inc welcomes people too 
who simply want a camp Saturday night out, or in. 

The Camp Inc Ghetto?, 

There is a real danger that in deferring to such people 
Camp Inc stops being what it set out to be. It could become 
introverted and exclusive. I believe that, for example, the 
Press, in their official capacity, are not welcome at Darling 
Street. You can argue the rights and wrongs of this but a 
television team, interested in filming a party, were blocked 
back, on the grounds that most people at the party would run 

.. a mile, and never return to Camp Inc. The same people could 
be the ones who ask why Camp Inc is not doing what it set out 
to do fast enough! 

Understandably, some homosexuals are unwilling to come 
out fully._ Ther~ is ~ real dile~a here. Coming out fully can 
mean facmg cnses m the family or in one's job. Members of 
~amJ? Inc who have problems like· this (but how many only 
tmagme they have?) are certainly entitled to respect and 
protection. 

But the other aspect_ of Camp Inc must be protected too. 
The d~termination to take ~om_osexuals out of the ghetto, to 
proclatm that homosexuality 1s not the dirty little secret. 
Somehow, Camp Inc must fmd the formula which will 
promote its essential aims, while safeguarding the rights of 
members who genuinely cannot go along with all these aims 
yet in person. 

So far, only John and Chris, and one or two others have 
been supporting this aspect of Camp Inc by getting inten,iews 
in the media, and by talking to groups. Not all ofus have the 
talent to talk in this way. But there are other ways of standing 
up and being counted. 

What about a meeting of those members of Camp Inc who 
feel they have, or would like to, come out, fully? To discuss 
how_ to do it in ,one's personal life. To talk about ways of 
helpmg Camp Inc s purpose. How many people, for instance, 
would contnbute to and sign a press advertisement from a 
massed bank of homosexuals, asking for law reform? Just 
before the next election? 

At present, because of the confidential membership list 
there is no way of knowing how many people would do this. It 
would be nice to think that a lot would. If this is for you I 
would like to know, C/- Camp Inc, Box 5074, G.P.O., Sydn;y, 
2001. Please write now, while you are thinking about it. There 
is no obligation in this. Your name will not be used without 
your consent. But possibly you could help put a bit mote kick 
into Camp Inc. 

Keith Clinton. 



INSIDE. LOOKING · OUT 

OEDIPUS AND THE MOTHER COUNTRY. Four years 
after the Sexual Offences Act in Britain, which was one of 
those private consenting adult things, our brothers and sisters 
there have formed the Campaign for Homosexual Equality. 

. They publish a very tasteful magazine called Lunch. 

-~ NEED M<?RE CLUB_S. An attempt by the Campaign in 
Bnt~ to establish a club m Burnley, mtended to provide a 
meettng place and a counselling service, was blocked by the 
local Christians led by a Catholic priest, John Neville. He 
talked of 'a spontaneous expression of outrage' against the 
proposal, occurring just after his sermon. 'Young persons and .. 
immature members of our society would be faced with a 
furth~r moral danger to_ th?se already being tempted into 
expenment or even prostitution by premiscuous persons who 
use the club'; · 

Furthermore, 'the club premises themselves could present a 
danger to public order by becoming a target for the more 
voilent elements of society', shouted Neville, waving his 
clenched fist in the air. · 

IN THE LAND OF THE FREE. The Gay Activist Alliances 
of New York and Long Island organised a protest. against the 
bashing by police . of one of their brothers, who was arrested 
for, alleged sodomy (which means practically everything in 
N.Y.) 1:he protest was attacked by marauding straights, whom 
the pohce refused to interfere with, then one of the protesters 
was bashe_d by the police. A second, much larger 
demonstration ( over 200), _succeeded in reaching the law 
enforcement authorities, who promised to investigate the 
original complaint. 

QU .... LAND REVISITED. Our old friend, the Hon. Dr Peter 
Delamothe, Minister for Justice in Queensland has been at it 
again. He is a Doctor of Medicine, by the. way. Recently he has 
been telling one of his favourite jokes to the press; you know, 
the one _that goes - 'The trouble with homosexuality is once 
upon ~ tun~ they executed you for it. Then Britain legalised it. 
Soon 1t will become compulsory.' It is a whimsical notion 
after centuries of virtually compulsory heterosexuality. But i 
don't know why he th)nks everyone is an authoritarian as him. 
As a pluralist,. I am quite prepared to let him screw his wife· I 
don't even think it's disgusting. And I would certainly nev~r 
force anyone to go to oed with him. 

HUNG UP IN A CLOSET? OR LAID IN A CHEST OF 
ORA WERS? Colin Bennett is the ALP's shadow counterpart 
of Peter Delamothe. Back in February he told the ALP 
Convention in the Deep North, while it was debating federal 
ALP MP Bill Hayden's motion for approving HLR 'We have 
more important things to do than waste our time ~ith a pack 
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of poofters.' And now we know, because recently he loudly 
announced to the press that he was going to ask Delamothe'a 
series of questions about the studies he had made of women's 
underwear. 

Delamothe's reply, for what it is worth, was that most of 
the women who came under his jurisdiction were not wearing 
panties at all. 

LOGIC NEVER WAS MY OPPONENTS' STRONG POINT, 
but this is ridiculous. The Mayor of Willoughby, a Sydney 
suburban council, recently visited a public toilet in his area. 
'The toilets have. become a meeting place for the ~most 
undesirable type -of person you could meet,' quoth this worthy· 
Alderman. Which is interesting because it puts us below 
murderers, rapists,· drug pushers, in fact everyone .. Could be a 
good thing - traditional Australian sympathy with the 
underdog. 

Anyhow, the toilets are to be closed. They were next to a 
children's playing field, and 'In the interests of the children 
·:·-' No mention, of course, of how many children had been 
interfered with, presumably because there weren't any. And 
children never have sexual contact except under duress from a 
predatory adult male, from one of those sick men. Why can't 
they be normal and chase young office girls like the rest of us? 

DO NOT ADJUST YOUR VALUE SET, THE FAULT IS IN 
THE INK BLOT. One of the famous Rorschach ink blots has 
been used by psychologists and psychiatrists as a test · for 
'sexual difficulties'. If .you saw a male figure in it, you were 
straight, but if you see a female figure in it, you were probably 
camp, they said. This applied to both sexes. In the 1950's, · 
51% saw it as a male, 39% as female. But now- only 16% say· 
male, and 51 % say female. In their superior wisdom, this 
means only that men have become more feminine and women 
more masculine, and certainly not that either set of , 
presumptions could be in any way questioned. 

AT LEAST SOMEONE KNOWS THE TRUTH. Even Australia 
has its psychologists. One, Conway by name,· has written a 
book called, The Great Australian Stupor. It has to be the 
worst book of the year. A couple of quotes. 'Democratic 
societies only tolerate open sexual deviations in the period of 
their decadence and Australia is now poised ambivalently 
between today's tolerance and yesterday's ferocity'. ' .... signs 
are that (homosexuality) has slowly but significantly increased 
among males over the past two decades'. Can't you just see 
Rome (ie. Sydney) burning? For the record - his sources for 
our sexual rrwres are the Sydney Mirror, Melbourne Truth and 
his own clinical. practice. 

A lfew- either gems. 'Reserved homosexuals who have 
travelled widely assure me that Australian 'camp' is: far more 
loud, vicious and shrewish than its European or Asian 
counterparts'. 'Any parallel between the noble love of males 
lauded in Plato's Symposium and the one-night bedroom 
assignations, the park and toilet pick-ups, the endless 
infidelities and feline quarrels of Australian homosexual 
communities would be hard to find'. 

BUT WOULD YOU WANT YOUR CHILDREN TO MARRY 
ONE? The Paul Wilson and Duncan Chappell survey- of · 
attitudes to homosexual law reform in Australia (CAMP INK 
Feb and Aug 1971) was conducted in 1967. The repeat survey 
done early this year by Wilson, showed that the 22% in favour 
four years ago had now grown to 56%. Isn't that nice? Social 
attitudes can change, without any help from us. And today a. 
majority - just - of the Australian population is in favour of the 
status quo, because the law is ·deaJ:f. The rest, 44%, would still 
like the law and its enforcement to be harsher than it is. 
Encouraging, that's what I call it. Pure progress. 
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Minnie Fantasises on an Exchange with her Low Member; a 
Little Jerk. 

"The treasurer is the Prime Minister's right hand," agreed 
Billy, sucking what appeared to be his right thumb, "and the 
budget was a good one. My wife thinks so, if you want an 
objective opinion". 

''.Your constituents are mainly middle income earners. How 
are they going to take the budget?" asked Minnie. 

"I don't live in my electorate. I would not like to 
comment. My wife doesn't like the Western Suberbs' climate." 

· "The social bit?" Minnie simpered. 
"That's no way to refer to a fine woman doing her best for 

an ungrateful country." 
I hastily changed the subject. "It has been argued that your 

career has been helped by exaggerated newspaper articles ...• " 
"Pack er lies," memmbled the mighty little man. 
Minnie would not have spoken so strongly of an enemy, 

but I suppose he was right, and I thought it better to return to 
the original topic. "Mr Sneddon is charming and good-looking, 
and an able treasurer. Would he be considered a likely aspirant 
for the P.M.'s suite? (or in fact for the P.M.'s much-offered 
lolly)". 

"Eh?" Billy pricked his ears, (personally a little finger is all 
mine can cope with) and a sudden rush of air stirred me into 
continuing. 

''He's a married man, with children - like yourself .. .'' 
"Christ, my gardener!" was what the exclamation sounded 

like. In any event it ruined my train of thought, and a sudden 
.· silence embarassed us until I recovered my senses. 

"Speaking of controversial Bills," quipped Minnie, hastily 
filling the void, "The Homosexual Law Reform Bill that the 
former Attorney General advocated last year received very 
little: support from yourself. (Bugger all, in fact.) Have you 
.any comment?" 

"Over the years I have supported many controversial Bills. 
It is well-known that my back is not broad, but I have 
accepted, the burden of many a Bill, manfully. That 
Homosexual Bill was not one I cared to support in Parliament. 
Mr Hughes was a Gorton man and the Homosexual Bill he was 
advocating was one l,would not stick my neck out for.'' 

· "Your dislike for Mr Gorton is deeply-rooted," commented. 
Minnie, frowning at her dreadful choice of phrase. 

"On the contrary, all our benches are solid. (Minnie 
frowned at his dreadful choice of phrase.) Mr Gorton and I are 
in fact close and loyal colleagues. His standards do vary greatly 
from my own, which I think exemplifies nearly all I would like 
to say on that subject or in fact, without-consulting cabinet, 
on any subject, at this time.'' At this point, we both looked 
confused,. so he drew breath and went on, "Then, of course 
there is his very close association with his secretary .... " 

"But other Prime Ministers have formed close associations 
with their secretaries." 

\ 
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"Yes, but Mr Gorton's secretary is a woman - and probably 
a foreigner." 

"Your own personal staff do not enjoy such close 
association?" 

"No." 
"Perhaps this is a good opportunity to end our interview 

on a lighter note. The brilliant "Review" reported that one of 
the official chauffeurs has recently obtained his green belt for 
judo. Do you envisage any close entanglements that would 
require your driver's physical prowess?" 

"I hope that is not a decision that has to be made hur~edly 
in the cabinet," said our man, as he disappeared into the front 
seat of his car, and headed off for a leak. 

The above is an extract from Minnie Drear's new book, "I 
did it his way" - Never leave your friends behind, she'll stab 
you in the back.'' 

We wish to thank the beautiful Sanyo for the faithful 
reproduction. Sanyo is noted for poise (a pair of balls with 
strings attached , to you New Zealanders).· 

1st floor, ~ Palace An:ade, 
&80 George Street, Sydney. 
PHONE 81 :2604 
Quality 0--Newapapen and Pwlodicall our ll)IClallty 



( PERTI-ISCENE 
Our. first. public forum, despite limited · publicity was an 

unqualified success. Held at the RAOB ijall at Shenton Parkit 
drew a capacity crowd of interested people. The subjeqt: The 
Homosexual and Society was dealt with very ably by Mr 
Batros, Barrister, Father Hickey, Priest and Dr Csillag, 
Psychiatrist. 

Mr Gerald Glaskin who was to have chaired th~· meeting, 
however was unfortunately hospitalised, but forwarded a very 
fitting apology, in which he gave the Campaign his sincere 
support and expressed his desire to join · the movement. The 
letter was read by Mr T. McDonnell, Barrister, who at the last 
minute consented to chair.the meeting. 

Despite the fact that the speakers to be were not known to 
the society and we had no idea whether they would necessarily 
support our aims, all three spoke in favour of law reform. The 
same attitude was followe4 by the audience (most of whom 
appeared to be heteros) during a lenghty question period - a 
pity really, because a few dissenters would have put a bit more 
spice in the discussion. 

( A.C.T. C.A.M.P. 
Over the past few months, a group of Camp Inc members in 

Canberra have been working towards the birth of a local 
branch. On the 17th of September, they made their presence 
known to the wider community by having the following letter 
published in the Canberra Times. 

"Homosexuality is assuredly no advantage, but it is nothing 
to be ashamed of, no vice, no degradation, it cannot be 
classified as an illness . . . it is a great injustice to persecute 
homosexuality as a crime, and cruelty too.'-Thus Freud wrote 
in his famous Letter to an American Mother in 1935. 
Although- his views on sexual deviance display a peculiar 
ambivalence, a liberal morality confronting and being 
confronted by a theory of sexual maturity, (a problem shared 
by . most of the major researchers and writers on 
homosexuality), one cannot fail to be moved by the 
compassion and frustration he felt when faced with the social 
problem of homosexuality. 

In the world of 1971, a whole spectrum of approaches to 
the legality of homosexuality exists, Holland's being the most 
commendable. An article in The Canberra Times (September 
4) showed the direction the United States is taking on this 
matter. The case of Baker and Kameny could be ,called 
somewhat of a success story, but my own experience in the US 
"gay" world showed less tolerance and political agitation for 
reform than that which is implied by this article. -Nevertheless, 
they are.on the move! 

And what of the homosexual in Australia? What pro~pects 
can he or she expect to face in the .'70s? The Draft Criminal 
Code for the Australian Territories of 1969, so well decried by 
Dr O'Connor (The Canberra Times, September 9), has left 
them with none! This draft represents something of a world 
record in criminal legal history for its archaic Victorian 
language, its complete disregard and even ignorance of the 
psychological trends and ideas of causality in homosexual 
ethology, and its complete absence of any recognition of the 
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) 
It was very pleasing to note that the meeting was attended · 

by the Hon. Ray Young, MLC, who after listening, to the 
speakers and discussion expressed his regret that more 
members of the WA parliament were not present and also 
spoke in favour of law reform. 

Our sincere thanks to the gentlemen concerned, whose help 
has been invaluable. We hope to have similar public meetings 
about four times a year - never know, we might yet firiish up 
stealing a march on our friends over East and haye ourselves 
legalised. , 

One of our main aims at present is the acquisition of 
permanent club rooms and for this we need cash, so let's go 
out and recruit as many members as possible. We would also 
appeal to our country members - surely there must be a Nick.el 
Queen among you, who could assist in financing a permanent 
home. 

Hadrian. 

) 
world trend towards social and moral reform. Traditionally 
lesbians had been exempted from punishment under the 
criminal code but now it seems that tlie Law Council sees fit 
to remedy this oversight. Any healthy and happy homosexual 
or heterosexual can only be repulsed by such language as " .. 
sexual connection against the order of human nature". We all 
know that if such laws were regularly enforced, few people 
would stand innocent before a court of law. 

The movement for political reform of laws concerning 
homosexuality in Australia seems to have come to an impasse. 
The hope for the "gay" Australian lies with the Campaign 
Against Moral Persecution, the sole politically viable 
homosexual group in Australia. This group is represented in all 
of the capital cities of Australia except Adelaide: I believe a . 
branch has just been formed in Hobart. 

On Thursday, September 9, a meeting was held by some of 
the NSW CAMP members in Canberra and from this meeting a 
branch of CAMP was formed, which will be known under the 
name of A.C.T. CAMP. This branch will be concerned with 
pplitical agitation in favour of law reform and the rights of 
homosexuals. Measures which will promulgate the plight of the 
homosexual in our society and thus capture the attention of 
the Australian citizen shall be carried out. 

All those wishing information or help and all those willing 
to aid the cause as defined, should direct .their mail. to: P.O. 
Box 273, Civic Square, A.C.T., 2608. 

P. STUART FOSS, 
Acting Spokesman for 

A.C.T. CAMP' 

hlelJ 



( · SYDNEY SCENE 
IF YOU KNOW WHAT I MEAN 

Having declared Mr. J.A. (Jim) Cameron Camp's first ever 
Enemy of the Month (would you like to nominate your MP 
one month?), and the subject of our first open political 
canipaigri, we went to a talk he gave recently. Mr. Cameron is a 
NSW Liberal MLA for Northcott. He spoke in the hearpand of 
Catholic fascism, the Opus Dei-run Warrane College at the 
University 9fNew South Wales. His topic was -

'Beyond Permissiveness To a Meaningful Society.' 
Cameron opened with a declaration of belief - and there were 
a lot of those during the evening - in the sterility and nihilism 
of permissiveness and humanism. There was nothing positive 
about it, he asserted. It was a system in which 'Nothing 
matters, so anything goes.' 

Having asserted his fundamental position, he expounded 
two historical hypotheses, intended to prove by analogy. Since 
economic laissez-faire had led to socialism, clearly moral 
laissez-faire - i.e. permissiveness - would lead to moral 

. authoritarianism. This was the first analogy, and it was curious 
to note that later in his speech he supported economic 
liberalism, because he was opposed to the increasing intrusion 
of bureaucracy, and because Keynsian economics didn't work, 
in his opinion; he also later supported moral authoritarianism .. 
- and seemed to praise the work-puritan ethic of modern 
China, though for Australia it would somehow be not puritan, 
but Christian - he preferred the latter work, anyhow. 

His second analogy was that the earlier American settlers 
had carried the Bible with them, in times of hardship but had 
discarded it since in more leisured times, and we had to get 
back to this primitive state. In other words, he is one of those 
Toynbee and Spengler people who believe that history is 
cyclical, and that since Rome fell due to decadence, we must 
avoid it. He openly admitted his adherence to Toynbee and 
Spengler, not his adherence to bad history. 

Two other tacks that he set out on fitfully. One, that man 
was not basically good, quite the reverse, and that freed of , 
restraint he would run wild. Only trendy academics and media 
believed otherwise, and he is against neophilia, the old values 
are the true ones. The second tack was a curious misfit with 
the first - he distinguished between economic issues on which 
he and J .S. Mill agreed, and moral issues, on which they did 
not. It was wholly unclear wheth~r man was basically good in 
economic matters, though the affirmation of free enterprise 
suggested this. This may have been contradicted by his belief 
in the need for business ethics - fair weights were mentioned 
seven times in the Old Testament, so it must be a fundamental 
moral value. 

There was no doubt about the moral area though. Man was 
bad, man was self-indulgent, man badly needed internal self 
discipline to work, to not indulge his sensual aims, because 
Australia Wl!J! under threat. From whom? The great industrious 
masses subjugated by the puritanical Communist regimes, they 
are the enemy. You can smell the Spenglerian overtones here. 
Solution - moral restraints and patriotism. Patriotism is a 

· fundamental value, part of the order of nature, and opposed to 
this dangerous, morally licentious notion of international 
brotherhood. This was made most explicit. 

But even more than that, society was a spider's web. He and 
Lord Devlin were unanimous on this - they believed it. And 
moral permissivene'ss was severing the strands of the web, so 
that finally it would collapse and cease to exist. Because the 
spider's web embodied the God Idea (the capitals were 
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beautiful to hear.) J\.nd we are losing it, our society was clearly 
drifting into permissiveness, and it was vitally necessary to 
strike a spark, a peculiarly Australian spark if possible, to save 
the cobweb from being dashed on the rocks of.moral decay. 
For though the Universe may seem chaotic, it was not, and 
indeed we would all have created it in exactly this form if we 
did but see that it was testing humans to be acceptable to the 
Eye of the Divine Mind. · 

So that it was clear that he could not support J .S. Mill's 
liberalism in the moral area. On those word issues -
homosexuality (pronounced hOmo... - and with great 
embarrassment), abortion on demand, pornography, 
prostitution, divorce law reform, bestiality - he was 
conservative, and so was the silent majority, though he could 
not prove this, but he believed it, and so did they, and the law 
had to uphold community values. All other societies had 
recognised this, it was part of the order of nature as was the 
family, though some societies had different codes of nature to 
our, like polygamous ones. And self discipline was one of the 
great talents of the great law giving civilizations - the Romans 
and the Normans. 

Consequently, he believed that it was vital that the 
individual had freedom for his personality development, for he 
believed in the individual and was opposed to collectivism. 
And for this reason he did not believe that moral freedoms 
should be granted, because that would destroy our freedoms, 
and anyhow it was wrong, and we should try and rise above 
'that level' as he put it in answer to a question about 
homosexuality. 

He has expounded the 'positive thinking' of Norman 
Vincent Pede, and announced that Christianity was THE 
positive religion. Consequently, in all. the areas under challenge 
by the trendies, he believed society should oppose change, and 
should try and strike a Divine Spark: Fortunately, he believed 
that the really fundamental moral values were not seriously 
under attack today - that great triad of respect for property, 
respect for elders, and telling the truth. It was only this 
fashionable debate area, and it could destroy society, because 
it was devoid of meaning. 

And all this, he believed. 
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JLetttm 
The Editors, 

In reply to your correspondent, P.M.D. 
(·August issue) I would like to present for 
publication a few facts which might be of 
interest to Gerard (May issue). 

P.M.D. implies, or rather, asserts, that 
stable homosexual .relationships are 'few 
indeed' over a period of. twenty years he 
claims to have known of only four which 
have survived more than two years. 

During the past-five years it has been my 
privilege to meet a broad cross section of 
camp people in Perth. Without any mental 
strain at all I· can bring to mind a number of 
couples· (male) who have been together for 
22 years, 13 years, 12 years; at least 4 
couples Who· have been either together or 
happily steady for 10 years and others for 
lesser periods. 

For the record, I am married 
(square-wise) and have had an enduring and 
happy relationship, with another married, 
(square-wise) man for four years. There is 
no reason why it shouldn't continue. 

It appears to me • and I concede that 
what P.M.D. has to say about 'the hunt' etc. 
is true • that so many homosexual 
relationships, are formed in the heat of 
excitement and with little thought for 
compatability on things other than sex 
respect, a willingness to adjust and plain 
tolerance, are essential ingredients, along 
with other factors which make for harmony, 
and endearment. · 

True lasting affection is not a, myth; 
unattainable .and elusive. It is possible to 
secure that which we hunger after and even 
though i,t is not without its problems and 
difficulties, the end result is eminently 
rewarding. 

J.G. 

The Editors, . 
There have been endless articles in your 

magazine about the law being wrong · as 
regards homosexuals and others. . 

Yet I have yet to find any articles on 
how to live happily as a homosexual 

From my experience homosexuals vary 
from terribly unhappy people who cannot 
live with their problem to the wildly happy 
type who realise what they are and enjoy it. 

Could we not have some article on how 
to be a happy homosexual. 

M. Burn. 
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Dear Minnie Drear, 
I have been elected (or a more apt word 

would be conned) to repl_y to .yciur .. article 
titled 'Reminisces About. Tasmania' .in the 
July issue of Camp Ink by our newly 
formed Alpha Trust Committee. · 

Well firstly Daris; we would love to have 
you return to our state but.the thought of 
all our brothers and sisters tripping around a 
lavender painted Launceston. with .their wan 
complexions (or have you forgottE!n the lack 
of sunshine here) makes one shudder • so 
please let's. have it done 01.1er in _Chartreuse 
or Cyclamen. .• 

As for your businessman we can assure 
you that.there is many a gal in the northern 
section sitting on their arses waiting to do 
something with it (or should I say waiting to 
have something done with it). 

Even though at times there has been tal.k 
over the years of Tasmania susceeding from 
the Commonwealth of Australia I can assure 
you we. are keen to increase 'trade 
relationships' with other, states - especially 
with .any 'bronze trade' from Bondi Beach. 
However, we hope that if 'Tassie' does break 
away .we don't revert to the .Islands old 
name of ,Van Diemeris' La.nd • I for one 
would hate. to be referred to as one of the 
'V.D.' Bunch. 

When our Committee is a little better 
organised, we hope to be able to.forward to 
'Camp 1.nk' dates of social events, etc. which 
we hope to hold early next year. We 
therefore invite all 'Australians' coming to 
our Island to contact us for friendship and 
social intercoiirse (that glorious word) and 
not be like your business intimate and have 
to revert to manual dexterity. 

A closing thought with r11gards to your 
comments on . our 'fruit' you forgot to 
mention the abundance of Kentish Cherries 
waiting to be plucked. 

Winnie. 

The Editors, 
My connections with C.I. were originally 

those of a selfish ;nature in the effect that 
the guy with whoni I am going is involved 
with this organisation. So the only way to 
be with him was tol attend the various 
functions, etc. As my interests in C.I. 
became more intense I realized that this 
group of people were at last doing 
something for the so-called 'social outcasts'. 
I am riow in love with another• the ideals of 
Camp Inc. •. and wish to see a better 
understanding between-camps and straights. 
I guess this is everyone's wish. With the help . 
of Camp Inc. this will be achieved in time. It 
does not matter what you are as much as 
what type. of person you are. 

M.W.D. (Dee Why) 

The Editors, 
Is there or is there not a real cure for 

people who are homosexual. A cure that 
can :make them give up the practise and 
enjoy fully, sex (or love?) with their 
opposites. Surely if people are going to 
be punished by society for this 'practise' 
then society . ·must have· a cure. 
Something which will prevent the 
'offender' from repeating the offence. 

I believe there is no cure. I have 
talked to many doctors and psychiatrists 
and believe me, these highly learned 
people all said ~ifferent things - till I 
literally did not Know what to do. When 
I realised that I was 'camp', I nearly 
broke down. I went to a doctor who said 
that he must tell - of all people - my 

father! He stated that I had to stop 
'breaking the law' and promptly sent me 

. off to a psychiatrist. · 
The psychiatrist said just the 

·opposite;. He told me that homosexuals 
were-some of the happiest people he had 
met and then asked why I objected to 
being "QUEER". I said that I thought it 
to be "ABNORMAL" ~ something he 
seemed to think very funny indeed. He 
gave · me tablets (tranquilisers) and 
thought I was · · sure to become 
"NORMAL" and eventually marry. He 
then charged me $30 for three sessions. 

Over the years I have been tolcfby 
doctors to 'do it' and by others tG> stop. 
One doctor sent me to a clinic in 
London (I lived in England at the time) 
and said they were specialists 'in such 
areas';· The psychologist there advised rlie 

· - "Well I want you to get a girl friend." 
I nearly collapsed. "Was this the cure for 
the. complaint?". He ·explained how to 
go about sedi:icing women and asked m11 
to find one - and he would help me 
from there! Well, after much searching I 
eventually slept with a girl 1. met through 
a correspondence club; However, 
although I could go through with it the 
first night - the following evening 
proved most uneventful. This prompted 
her to leave me with the accusation of 

· being .a 'sodomist.' I told the 
psychologist and he expounded .... "Yes; 
you QUEERS always i;iet hold of the 
wrong types of girl." After a few more 
months I just couldn't stand it any 
longer. I became convinced that there 
was no cure for me. 

Finally, I have come to enjoy the 
advice of another psychologist whom I 
believe all you 'unhappy guys' should 
follow. When I said to him that I wanted 
to have normal sexual relationships he 
offered the following suggestion. "I. do 
not think one can desire the impossible." 
I questioned him further and asked him 
what he thought about homosexual 
behaviour. He replied that, to him, it was 
better to have relationships with similar 

® 
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peopl~ than no relationshfps at all -
otherwise life becomes tedious and 
unendurable. 

Since then I have started being 'GAY' 
and feel liberated to such an extent that 
I believe it· to be quite exciting and 
possibly · more fun than a 'Church 
Marriage' between two squares. 

To Mr. McMahon I ask why cannot 
the law be changed if there is no real 
cure for this 'condition'. When there. is 
an acknowledged, sound 'cure' then and 
only then will the present laws be 
justifiable. 

Yours, 

HENRY MORRISON. 

HAVING TROUBLE WITH: 
The Law; 
The Church; 
The Society; 
The Family; 
The Self; 

Ring Campaign Against Moral 
Persecution 
Sydney 82-3707 
(any time day or night). 

The Editors, 
On reading Gerard's letter in the May 

issue of Camp Ink I found it took me 
back a few years to when I used to think 
similarly. 

I had a later. coming out than you 
Gerard, at 28, due to the fact that I was 
married, until I realised that I was camp,. 
though it has taken me several years to 
fully accept the fact and since I have, I 
have been very happy. I also believed in 
pure sex through pure love but now· I 
believe it is more fantasy than fact. 

The "gay bars" have been at one 
stage a fairly regular part of my life since 
my divorce though I found it 
exceptionally difficult to make contact 
with a similarly reticent person as I am -
who makes the first move? Public loos 
were not my piece of cake except when 
really frustrated and one-night stands 
proved to be just what they are from my 
point of view. Personally I cannot see a 
worthwhile relationship occurring 
through pick-ups in the loos, however, 
naturally I stand to be corrected! 

Just how or where one finds "Mr. 
Right" I am yet to find out myself. 
However after a few heartbreaks I have 
changed from a negative to positive 
outlook; given .time and mixing with 
camp people as much as possible. 
Eventually I will click with someone and 
they with me. 

The number of camp people I have 
met and mixed with socially is relatively 
small and I can only deduce from 
discussions that 95% or more place most 
importance on the sexual aspect in a 
relationship. To me, however, priorities 
are love for one another, sharing oneself 
and mutual trust and respect. Sure sex is 
great and to be enjoyed, but why so 
much emphasis appears to be put on it in 
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camp life I cannot quite agree with and I 
don't consider myself to be under-sexed. 

I would suggest that Gerard be as 
patient as you can; being promiscuous 
would make it difficult to resist the 
sexual side until you get to know 
someone better. However, I believe that 
a lot of personal satisfaction and 
character strength can be attained 
through determination in this direction. 
You have youth as an advantage and I 
am sure that with the knowledge that 
one day (or night!) "Mr. Right" will 
come· along for you, you will find your 
eventual marriage well worth waiting for. 

Arnold (N.S.W.). 



r:,lorval Morris and Gordon Hawkins. The Honest 
Politician's Guide to Crime Control Sun Books, 
Melbourne, 1971. $'1.95. 

Now that this book has appeared in a cheap 
Australian paperback, and since we may - and certainly 
ought -. to hear !Duch m?re of its proposals, it is 
appropnate to ,consider Morns and Hawkins' solutions to 
~e crime problem,- and specifically their impact on the 
iss1,1es of concern to CAMP. 

The first premise of this book is that 'man has an 
inalienable right to go to hell in his own fashion 
provided that he does not injure the person or property 
of another on the way.' If you are not mad about the 
implicit moralising (go to Hell?) in that, they say it 
another way - 'Public sacrifice, throwing virgins off the 
roe~, to reinf?rce the gro_up superego, to placate the 
ancient gods, is not the Job of the criminal justice 
system.' (As you can see, it is a splendidly readable 
book.) 

Their second premise is that with serious crime -
injuries to the person, burglaries, and so forth - on the 
increase, and with a solution rate for these crimes as low 
as 20% in both the USA and Australia there is merit in 
applying a scarce resources type of ar~ment. The crime 
de_tection_ age1:1ts_ should be employed in solving these 
cnmes with victims, rather than the 'victimless crimes' 
that the moral area covers. 

The third premise is a criminogenic proposition. Since 
the law is so inefficient at detecting creminals in the area 
of crimes with victims, this tends to promote crime 
because i! can ~e committed "'.ith reasonable impugnity. 
The _corollary is even more important - by declaring 
certam moral areas to be criminal, you establish a 
situation where associated crime can flourish - blackmail 
extortion, police bribery and graft, and attacks on th; 
persons of particularly homosexuals who will not report 
such attacks for fear of being booked as a homosexual. 

So Morris ~nd Hawkins advocate that the law opt out 
of the following ~reas - drunkennes, narcotics and drug 
abuse

7 
.gambling, disorderly conduct and vagrancy, 

abortion, sexual behaviour and juvenile delinquency -
acts that would not be criminal if comrnited by an adult. 
The unstated corollary - the law should concentrate on · 
the rest of the criminal acts. It is a splendid programme, 
and the book should be read by all that come into 
contravention_ o~ the law - which is probably everyone 
that ready this Journal, yes everyone. But it should be 
read with caution. With great caution, and very 
considerable thought, because I doubt that most of us 
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· would d? other than gladly· accept any argument that is 
even mildly pro the alleviation of the laws on 
homosexuality. So,.here is the crux ofmy objection. 

.. On homosexual offences, here is what they say. 
:Apart from providing protection for the· young and 
immature; protection against violence and fraud· and 
ag~st affronts to public order ~<l decency: the 
~~1!1al law should not trespass in this area.' Fine? No, 
1t isn t. For a start, on their own premises, this will in no 
way resolve their scarce resources problem unless they 
are prepared to advocate the removal of restrictions of 
sexual acts in public. The policemen spying on public 
toilets, the agent provocateur, deal solely with public ~ 
acts, ~d homosex_ual law reform (HLR) as traditionally 
co~ce1ved deals with consenting acts between adults in 
pnvate. So you have got nowhere; and if you take the 
example of Illinois after the abolition of 'the law' in 
1961, police surveillance of public acts increased. 

The nub of the matter is in the 'affronts to public 
or~er and decency' bit of their pronouncement. One 
might note that Morris and Hawkins say about porno
graphy, which is fundamentally the same problem as I am 
disc~ssing he~e that its sale should be kept off the street. 
Until such t!111e as the law is prepared to opt out of 
~exu~ beh~viour, regardless of notions of morality, then 
it will achieve nothing but a legitimisation of the de 
facto status. As far as the enforcement of the law stands 
private camp acts are legal in practice. Few however' 

.. app~ar to consciously realise this. Few als~ seem t~ 
re~ise that while they may not wish to have a screw ( our 
pnnters_ do not ~ow us to print the word I want here) 
m public, that is as much indecent behaviour to the 
general pu~lic as two camps holding hands in a gay bar -
lewd behaviour was the charge for that in Illinois. 

HLR will, perhaps, achieve some result on the 
criminogenic grounds advanced by Morris and Hawkins. 
Camps may be more prepared to report such side effects 
to the ~olice if the law is changed, always provided that 
at the time they are not engaged in public acts but it is 
doubtful. .And it is doubtful because the pr~position 
presuppos~s that the position of homosexuals in society 
is predommantly a function of the law. So, a simple 
question - how many camps would be prepared to face 
legal proceedings resulting from a robbery that occured 
as a result of a pick-up on a beat? And a court case that 
was publicised in the media? 

~onie people, many camps I suspect, have the vague 
!lotion th~t _the law, Justice, is neutral, impartial and 
Ju~t. That it is all a question of reforming the law and all 
will ~e well. Jo~e! To those complacent people, I put 
one simple question. Why do lesbians, whose sexual acts 
ar~ of n_o concern to the criminal or any other law, join 
this society? Why do many of them join Women's Lib? 
Why? 

Not, I can assure you, because of the law - and this is 
despite the fact that certain of our laws do repress 
woi:nen. B~t, it is not that. ~t is because we are up 
agamst society, not the law. It is not the law, but society 
that has to be changed. 

And for those few readers who are now left (small 'l') 
to me, I offer this thought. Don't reject Morris and 
Hawkins' book, it has many sound and sensible 
prop?sitions to advance. But on homosexuality, it does 
nothing. They accept us, I am sure (reading between the 
lines), but that is not enough. We want much more than 
they offer. We want acceptance, not merely sufferance 
be_cause of some criminological proposition. And don't 
reJect that out of hand - think about it first. 
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